Fast neutron resonance radiography (FNRR) is an imaging method that exploits characteristic cross-section structures (peaks and troughs) of certain elements in the energy-range of 1-10 MeV to identify materials in a large volume object. In FNRR, the neutron energy spectrum transmitted through an object carries information about the elemental composition of that object. The principal elements present in most explosives are: carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen. Explosives are characterized by high fractions of nitrogen and oxygen as well as low fractions of carbon and hydrogen compared to benign materials. Detection of explosives in cargo employing FNRR is based on determination of the local areal densities of these four elements and their ratios. In our measurements, the transmission spectrum is usually divided in 100 -500 energy bins, representing 100 -500 linear equations containing four unknown areal densities of HCNO. This is an overdetermined problem, which allows us to derive not only the four expectation values of their areal densities but their probability distribution as well. For this purpose, a model was formulated and implemented within a software package which performs Bayesian analysis of complex statistical models using Markov chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC). This model was tested successfully both on simulated and experimental data. This work will describe the model and the outcome of elemental ratios reconstruction for several materials from experimental data.
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Introduction
Fast neutron resonance radiography (FNRR) is an imaging method that exploits the characteristic cross-section structure (resonances) of different isotopes in the energy-range E N =1-10 MeV. The method holds promise for identifying and detecting a broad range of explosives due to its ability to determine simultaneously the identity and density distribution of the principal elements present in explosives, such as C, O and N.
In the version of FNRR with a pulsed neutron beam of broad spectral distribution and Time of Flight (TOF) spectroscopy, the method is known as Pulsed Fast Neutron Transmission Spectroscopy (PFNTS). If the inspected object contains elements that exhibit sharp cross-section fluctuations, the transmission neutron spectrum will be modified such that it will exhibit dips and peaks at specific energies corresponding to these. Thus, the transmission spectrum carries information about the elemental composition of the object. Fig. 1 shows a calculated transmission through 10 cm thick objects comprising TATP (C 9 H 18 O 6 , surrogate for an improvised explosive), melamine (C 3 H 6 N 6 ) and polyethylene (C 2 H 4 ), which all have similar density of 1 gr/cm 3 . Indeed, these three items would look the same to an X-ray probe, which measures density only, whereas PFNTS determines the characteristic ratio of elements in the substance. Thus, the neutron transmission spectrum can be used to distinguish TATP and other explosives from benign materials of similar physical density. A pre-requisite for PFNTS is the precise knowledge of the neutron energy. This is achieved by Time-of-Flight (TOF) spectroscopy, requiring pulsed neutron beams and imaging systems with capability for TOF measurements. Most explosives consist exclusively of four elements: carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen. They are characterized by higher density (1.2-2 gr/cm 3 ) than commonly-transported, benign HCNO materials, relatively high atomic fractions of N & O and correspondingly low atomic fractions of C and H (Buffler et. al, 2004) . Detection of explosives in cargo employing the Fast Neutron Resonance Radiography (FNRR) technique is based on measurement of areal densities of the four elements and their ratios. These ratios represent the stoichiometric ratios of the 4 elements mentioned above.
Since 2004, Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB), Germany, and Soreq NRC, Israel, are developing ns-time resolution and sub-mm PFNTS systems based on a Time-Resolved Integrative Optical Neutron (TRION) detector and more recently a Time-Resolved Event-Counting Optical Radiation (TRECOR) detector.
The following sections will describe briefly the concept of both these detectors, discuss the applied reconstruction model and report on results of reconstruction of elemental ratios based on simulated and experimental data.
PFNTS imaging detectors developed by Soreq NRC and PTB
The TRION concept was first proposed in 2004 by the PTB group (Dangendorf et al., 2004) and three generations of detectors were jointly developed and built at Soreq NRC and PTB (Mor et al., 2009 (Mor et al., ,2011 . Here we shall give only a brief outline of the second generation of the TRION detector that was developed. A detailed description of the TRION detectors can be found in (Mor et al., 2009) .
The TRECOR detector concept was developed by the PTB group and tested jointly with Soreq NRC during several in-beam experiments.
The TRION detector
The 2nd generation of the Time-Resolved Integrative Optical Neutron detector (TRION Gen.2), seen in Fig. 2 , is designed to detect fast-neutron pulses produced, for example, in the 9 Be(d,n) reaction using a pulsed (~1-2 ns pulse width, 1-2 MHz repetition rate) deuteron beam. After a specific Time-of-Flight (TOF) that depends on the neutron energy and the distance between source and detector, the fast-neutrons impinge on the plastic scintillating fiber screen will cause the emission of light from the screen surface, primarily via recoil protons. The light is deflected by a high reflectivity mirror, positioned at an angle of 45° relative to the neutron beam direction, towards a large aperture collecting lens positioned and subsequently focused on an un-gated image-intensifier with a fast phosphor screen (decay time of the order of 2 ns) which amplifies the light intensity.
This fast phosphor screen is viewed by four ns-gated CCD cameras. The fast gating element is an 18 mm in diameter image-intensifier positioned in front of each CCD camera and gated separately by a fast High-Voltage (HV) pulser. Each camera acquires a transmission image corresponding to a different TOF and therefore different neutron energy interval. Although the temporal resolution of TRION is adequate for its intended purposes, it is inferior to that obtainable with the common event-counting TOF technique. Fig. 3 shows the transmission through 10 cm graphite block vs. time-of-flight (neutron energy) measured with TRION (blue) compared to theoretical calculation based on published cross-sections (red) ENDF/B-VII (Chadwick, 2011) . As can be observed, TRION suffers from considerable loss of temporal resolution, especially for sharp transitions. The parameters which affect TRION's temporal resolution are discussed in detail in (Mor et al., 2013) .
CCD cameras
Collecting lens An example of spectroscopic images taken with TRION Gen. 2 can be seen in Fig. 4a-d . A phantom consisting of the following items was radiographed at the PTB ion accelerator facility: 7.65 mm Walther PPK gun, magazine with gas filled bullets, hollow tungsten bar, UO 2 powder. 
The TRECOR detector
The TRECOR detector, seen in Fig. 5b , is based on a time-resolved event-by-event counting optical technique. Time of Flight (TOF) serves to distinguish the neutrons from the gamma-rays emitted in the same nuclear reaction. The time resolution achievable in this method is <1 ns (provided the deuteron beam can be pulsed in sufficiently short bursts).
In the TRECOR detector, schematically illustrated in Fig. 5b , incoming neutrons are converted into light by a plastic scintillator screen. The light is then bent by 90˚ using a bending mirror, positioned at an angle of 45˚ relative to the incident neutron direction, towards a large collecting lens (F#=1). The light image is focused by the collecting lens onto the Event-Counting Image-Intensifier (ECII) (Schoessler et al, 2012 ) that registers the TOF and position for each event. Further details on the TRECOR detector concept can be found in (Dangendorf et al. 2006 ). Fig. 6 shows the measured transmission TOF spectrum beyond 10 cm of graphite compared to a theoretical calculation. As can be seen, TRECOR displays very good temporal resolution, mainly determined by the width of deuteron pulse on the target. 
Reconstruction of elemental ratios using fast neutron resonance radiography
Detection of explosives in cargo employing the PFNTS technique is based on the determination of areal densities of the four elements HCNO and their ratios. These ratios represent the stoichiometric ratios of the 4 elements.
In the more general case, the neutron transmission Time-of Flight (TOF) spectrum depends on the integrated density of the elements present in the line-of-sight from neutron source to the detector and on the total crosssection of those elements. We measure this transmission for each detector pixel-x,y as a function of TOF interval-j:
Where I is the number of direct neutrons transmitted through the attenuator, I 0 is the initial number of neutrons emitted from the source (prior to any attenuator), µ n,j is the attenuation coefficient for element n, in flight time interval j, n is the density of element n present in the line-of-sight and x is the thickness of the object in the line-of sight. By taking the natural logarithm of T x,y,j we obtain a linear equation, where our unknowns are the areal densities n x of the n elements in the unknown material. The attenuation coefficient µ of each of the four elements HCNO is determined beforehand using the same experimental setup as for the mixed material samples but using reference samples made of the pure elements at known density and thickness. Assuming H, C, N and O are the primary elements in the beam, we are trying to determine their areal densities for each pixel x,y in the inspected object, as they lead directly to its stoichiometric composition.
In a typical TOF spectrum there are usually 100 -500 energy bins (depending on the detector TRION or TRECOR, respectively), representing 100 -500 linear equations containing these four unknowns. This is an overdetermined problem, which allows us to derive not only the expectation value of the areal density for the four elements but also the probability distribution of these values.
In reality, the direct neutrons arriving at the detector (I) are generally accompanied by a background caused by scattered neutrons or from other particles (such as gamma rays). This requires a modification of Eq. (1). In order to take the background into account, one can write I(x,y,j) = I sig, (x,y,j) +I bkd, (x,y,j) where we have written I(x,y,j) as a sum of a "signal" I sig, (x,y,j) (i.e., neutron counts that provide useful information about the inspected material) plus a "background" I bkd, (x,y,j) . Notice that the right hand side of the equation also needs to be modified. This can be done by defining an "effective" attenuation coefficient eff = n + . The term , chosen so that it cancels to first order the additional term due to the background, is sample dependent and has to be determined from the data.
Taking this into consideration and applying the natural logarithm to both sides, the modified Eq. (1) can be written in the form:
, ,
This is the model that we use for the Bayesian analysis of the data. The µ x for each TOF (energy) of the unknown material is known from transmission images. The attenuation coefficient µ of each of the 4 elements HCNO is known as well from preliminary measurements. The unknown parameters that appear in the model are the n x and .
Reconstruction of elemental composition was performed employing Bayesian analysis and the model described in Eq. (2). The analysis was carried out using the software WinBUGS (Lunn et al., 2000) , an interactive Windows version of the BUGS program (Bayesian inference Using Gibbs Sampling) developed by the Medical Research Center (MRC) and Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine, UK.
Reconstruction of elemental ratios from experimental results obtained with TRION
The reconstruction model described in Eq.2 was applied to TOF transmission spectra extracted from spectroscopic images of melamine (C 3 H 6 N 6 ), water (H 2 O) and CO 2 gas (contained within a pressurized gas bottle).
The Bayesian analysis provides a probability distribution of the areal density for each element within each of the materials, as can be seen in Fig. 7 , indicating whether this element is likely to be found in the inspected material and what is the most probable areal density. Elements which are likely to be present in the inspected material have probability distributions that are Gaussian in shape and standard deviation of a few percent to 30% of the mean for example see Fig. 7a , whereas the probability distributions of elements which are not likely to be present in the inspected material, such as seen in Fig. 7b , have probability densities that peak at or around 0 and are skewed to the extent that the standard deviation is of the order of 50 % of the mean or higher. Table 1 provides a summary of reconstructed areal densities and their standard deviation for the above mentioned materials. These areal densities were used to calculate elemental ratios for each material. Fig. 8 shows the comparison of reconstructed elemental ratios (blue) to expected ratios (red) as well as the percent deviation from expected values. As can be seen, deviations range between 0.1 -5.5 %. Bars with no indication of percent deviation relate to elements which are not present in the material and can be rejected by examining their standard-deviation to mean ratio, as mentioned above. a) b) 
Reconstruction of elemental ratios from experimental results obtained with TRECOR
As an example, the reconstruction model described previously was applied to TOF transmission spectra extracted from spectroscopic images of propionic acid (C 9 H 18 O 6 ) (used as a surrogate for improvised explosive, TATP, in our experiments due almost identical stoichiometric composition) and water (H 2 O) obtained with TRECOR. The resulting areal densities, summarized in Table 2 , were used to calculate elemental ratios for each material. Figure 9 shows the comparison of reconstructed elemental ratios (blue) to expected ratios (red) as well as the percent deviation from expected values. Bars without numeric indication relate to elements which are not present in the material. As can be seen in Figure 9 , although TRECOR has superior temporal resolution than the TRION detector, deviations from expected values are higher, ranging between 3 -8 %. In addition, false detection of nitrogen cannot be rejected by using the criteria of standard-deviation to mean ratio (see Table 2 ). Investigation of the causes for the inferior TRECOR results has revealed that at high counting rates (required for realistic cargo inspection system) the TOF Spectra measured by the event-counting system are distorted due to saturation of the MCP as well as due to the finite event dead-time in the data acquisition system. This distortion is strongly rate and to minor extent position dependent. Therefore, accurate transmission cannot be derived easily by normalizing the transmitted spectra by its flat (full transmission image) since the rates between both measurements differ significantly. Accordingly, the data acquisition system was improved by introducing multi-hit capability (i.e., several hits in a single TOF window can be processed). Nevertheless, saturation effects are not easily overcome and further investigation to allow for measurement of TOF (i.e., energy) specific dead-times as function of data rate must be developed. A first measure remedy is simply to lower the neutron flux.
Summary and outlook
The ability to determine simultaneously the identity and density distribution of the principal elements present in explosives, such as C, O and N, hold promise for automatically identifying and detecting a broad range of explosives. In recent years, two imaging detector kinds (TRION & TRECOR, integrative vs. event-counting, respectively) were developed in the context of automatic detection of explosives in cargo.
In that context, a reconstruction model was developed and applied on TOF transmission spectra extracted from spectroscopic images of different materials measured with the TRION or TRECOR detectors. The model was implemented within the WinBUGS software which employs Bayesian analysis.
Reconstruction results demonstrated successful determination of elemental ratios with maximal uncertainty of 5.5% and 8 % for TRION and TRECOR, respectively.
Ongoing work is focused on sensitivity tests based on Monte Carlo simulation results. These tests will aid in determining limits of accurate reconstruction of elemental ratios in terms of minimum acceptable neutron flux, highest acceptable background level (due to scattered neutrons, etc.).
Future work will focus on expanding the variety of materials measured and reconstructed using the described technique. Furthermore, more efficient algorithms must be developed to analyze full images pixel-by-pixel with acceptable computation time. To this end, work is in progress to replace the present WinBugs implementation, which is unfit for image analysis, by a more traditional but much more time-efficient analytical approach.
